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• When and how did the first stars and galaxies form? 

• When and how did re-ionisation happen? 

• How do we observe the first galaxies and their 
interaction with re-ionisation?



LY M A N - A L P H A  A S  A  T O O L  T O  S T U D Y  
Y O U N G  G A L A X I E S  A N D  R E - I O N I S AT I O N

- narrow-band selects redshifted 1216 Å (optical at z>2) 

- Lyα emitted by young galaxies (high EW) 
- Lyα absorbed in more neutral IGM (test for re-ionisation)
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Evolution at all Luminosities (?)



LYA  AT  Z = 6 . 6

Ouchi et al. 2010 
  0.9 deg2 in UDS 

- NB magnitude < 26

factor 30!

Surveys limited by cosmic variance (<1deg2)



O U R  S U R V E Y:   
5  D E G 2 I N  U D S ,  C O S M O S  A N D  S A 2 2

NB921: Lyman-α at z=6.6 
- UDS, 0.9 deg2, NB921<26 

- COSMOS, 0.9 deg2, NB921<25.5 

- SA22-Deep, 0.3 deg2, NB921<26 

- SA22-Wide, 2.7 deg2, NB921<24.2 

Surveys: 
SDXF, UKIDSS-UDS, SpUDS,  
UDSz 
COSMOS, UltraVISTA, 
S-COSMOS, zCOSMOS 

CFHTLS, UKIDSS-DXS 

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



S E L E C T I O N  C R I T E R I A  F O R  Z = 6 . 6  L A E

- EWobs > 300 Å 
- Excess significance > 3 
- ugri / BVRi > 3 sigma (Lyman break) 
- J-K < 0.5 (blue restframe UV) 

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



Results: 
99 LAEs in UDS 
15 LAEs in COSMOS 
2 LAEs in SA22-Deep 
18 LAEs in SA22-Wide 



Results: 
99 LAEs in UDS 
15 LAEs in COSMOS 
2 LAEs in SA22-Deep 
18 LAEs in SA22-Wide 

“Himiko”

Ouchi et al. 2009, 2013 



Results: 
99 LAEs in UDS 
15 LAEs in COSMOS 
2 LAEs in SA22-Deep 
18 LAEs in SA22-Wide 

“Himiko”

Even brighter!



` C O S M O S  R E D S H I F T  7 ’  ( C R 7 )  A N D  ` M A S O S A’  
T H E  B R I G H T E S T  Z = 6 . 6  L A E S

Sobral et al. (on the arXiv soon) Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)

4 The most luminous z = 6.6 Ly↵ emitters: PopIII?

BVI
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FIG. 2.— Thumbnails of both luminous Ly↵ emitters in the optical to MIR from left to right. Each thumbnail is 8 ⇥ 800, corresponding to ⇠ 43 ⇥ 43 kpc at
z ⇠ 6.6. Note that while for MASOSA the Ly↵ emission line is detected by the NB921 filter at full transmission, for CR7 the Ly↵ is only detected at ⇠ 50%
transmission. Therefore, the NB921 only captures ⇠ 50% of the Ly↵ flux: the real flux is ⇠ 2⇥ larger.

TABLE 2
A SUMMARY OF OUR RESULTS FOR CR7 AND HIMIKO. THESE INCLUDE
BOTH THE SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS, BUT ALSO PHOTOMETRY.
IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN EASY COMPARISON, WE ALSO PROVIDE THE
MEASUREMENTS FOR HIMIKO, THE OTHER LUMINOUS SOURCE IN THE

MATTHEE ET AL. (2015) SAMPLE. FOR HIMIKO, THE SUPERSCRIPT
LABELS REFER TO: 1: MEASUREMENT FROM OUCHI ET AL. (2013). 2:

MEASUREMENT BY MATTHEE ET AL. (2015) BASED ON OWN UDS
REDUCTION. 3: MEASUREMENT FROM BOWLER ET AL. (2014) SINCE
THE Y DATA WAS NOT AVAILABLE BEFORE ULTRAVISTA AND THE H

DATA IS SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED.

Em. Line CR7 MASOSA Himiko
z
spec

6.6 6.56 6.54
Ly↵ (EW

obs

) 1000 1000 100
Ly↵ (EW

int

) 1000 1000 100
Ly↵ (Lum) 1000 1000 100
HeII (EW) 1000 — —

CIV < 1.5 — —
CI] < 1.5 — —

NeV < 1.5 — —
Band CR7 MASOSA Himiko
BV I > 28 > 28 > 28.71

z 25.35± 0.20 26.28± 0.37 25.86± 0.201

NB921 2” 23.70± 0.04 23.84± 0.04 23.95± 0.022

NB921 auto 23.24± 0.03 23.81± 0.03 23.55± 0.051

Y 24.92± 0.13 > 26.35 25.0± 0.353

J 24.62± 0.10 > 26.15 25.03± 0.251

H 25.08± 0.14 > 25.85 25.5± 0.353

K 25.15± 0.15 > 25.65 24.77± 0.291

3.6µm 23.86± 0.17 > 25.6 23.69± 0.091

4.5µm 24.52± 0.61 > 25.1 24.28± 0.191

In both the VLT (FORS2 or X-SHOOTER) and Keck
(DEIMOS) spectra for the two targets, we detect the very
strong Ly↵ line (Figure 3) in emission, and no continuum ei-
ther directly red-ward or blue-ward of Ly↵. The very clear
asymmetric profiles, leaves no doubts about them being Ly↵
and about the secure redshift (Figure 3). Particularly for CR7,
the extremely high S/N > 200ZZZ (ZZZZZ) at Ly↵, despite
the very modest exposure time for such a high-redshift galaxy,
clearly reveals this source is unique. MASOSA is much more
compact, and its nature is likely similar to other metal-poor
Lyman-↵ emitters (Nagao et al. 2008; Ono et al. 2010, 2012;
Matthee et al. 2015). However, given the very high EW and
no continuum detection, MASOSA is likely extremely metal-
poor.

Based on Ly↵, we obtain redshifts of z = 6.604 for CR7
and z = 6.541 for MASOSA. The redshift determination
yields the same answer for both our data-sets: X-SHOOTER

and DEIMOS, for CR7 and FORS2 and DEIMOS, for MA-
SOSA. It is worth nothing that for CR7, we find that the Ly↵
emission line is detected by the NB921 in a lower transmis-
sion region of the filter profile (⇠ 50% of peak transmission).
Therefore, the Ly↵ luminosity of the source is twice as large
as estimated from the photometric NB921 estimate, making
the source even more luminous.

3.2. Spectral line measurements
By fitting a Gaussian, we measure the EW and the flux of

each line, which we then use to compute the luminosity.
For MASOSA, we find no other line in the optical spectrum,

and also find no continuum at any wavelength probed. For
CR7, we find no continuum either directly blue-ward or red-
ward of Ly↵ in the optical spectrum (both in X-SHOOTER
and DEIMOS). However, we make a continuum detection
(very compact) in the rest-frame 931-1016 Åfor CR7, with
clear absorption features corresponding to the Ly↵ forest.
The reddest wavelength for which we can see continuum di-
rectly from the spectra corresponds to Ly↵ at z = 5.3: for
higher redshifts the flux is consistent with zero for our spec-
tra. This clear continuum detection at wavelengths slightly
redder than the Lyman-limit, but then disappearing for longer
wavelengths, can be explained by a combination of a very
blue continuum and an average increase of the neutral frac-
tion along the line of sight towards higher redshift, similar
to the Gunn-Peterson trough observed in quasar spectra (e.g.
Becker et al. 2001).

For CR7, our X-SHOOTER NIR spectrum allows us to look
for continuum and any other emission line. We find a very
strong (FLUX ZZZZ) and narrow (ZZZZ FWHM) HeII1640
emission line at z = 6.6XX (ZZZ sigma). The flux of this
line (ZZZZZ) is consistent with explaining the J band excess
we see in the photometry.

3.3. NIR Spectra: HeII and no other lines
We explore our X-SHOOTER NIR spectra to look for any

other emission lines in the spectrum of CR7. The photome-
try reveals a clear J band excess, which could potentially be
explained by strong emission lines. We mask all regions for
which the error spectrum is too large, including the strongest
OH lines. We then inspect the spectrum for any strong emis-
sion lines. We find a strong emission line at ZZZZZZZ (see
Figure 4). We find no other emission lines in the spectum
(Figure 4). The emission line found, at z = 6.6, corresponds
to 1640A, and thus we associate with HeII. Given the strong
line flux, and the level of continuum estimated from e.g. Y
and H bands, the line flux we measure is sufficient to explain
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In both the VLT (FORS2 or X-SHOOTER) and Keck
(DEIMOS) spectra for the two targets, we detect the very
strong Ly↵ line (Figure 3) in emission, and no continuum ei-
ther directly red-ward or blue-ward of Ly↵. The very clear
asymmetric profiles, leaves no doubts about them being Ly↵
and about the secure redshift (Figure 3). Particularly for CR7,
the extremely high S/N > 200ZZZ (ZZZZZ) at Ly↵, despite
the very modest exposure time for such a high-redshift galaxy,
clearly reveals this source is unique. MASOSA is much more
compact, and its nature is likely similar to other metal-poor
Lyman-↵ emitters (Nagao et al. 2008; Ono et al. 2010, 2012;
Matthee et al. 2015). However, given the very high EW and
no continuum detection, MASOSA is likely extremely metal-
poor.

Based on Ly↵, we obtain redshifts of z = 6.604 for CR7
and z = 6.541 for MASOSA. The redshift determination
yields the same answer for both our data-sets: X-SHOOTER

and DEIMOS, for CR7 and FORS2 and DEIMOS, for MA-
SOSA. It is worth nothing that for CR7, we find that the Ly↵
emission line is detected by the NB921 in a lower transmis-
sion region of the filter profile (⇠ 50% of peak transmission).
Therefore, the Ly↵ luminosity of the source is twice as large
as estimated from the photometric NB921 estimate, making
the source even more luminous.

3.2. Spectral line measurements
By fitting a Gaussian, we measure the EW and the flux of

each line, which we then use to compute the luminosity.
For MASOSA, we find no other line in the optical spectrum,

and also find no continuum at any wavelength probed. For
CR7, we find no continuum either directly blue-ward or red-
ward of Ly↵ in the optical spectrum (both in X-SHOOTER
and DEIMOS). However, we make a continuum detection
(very compact) in the rest-frame 931-1016 Åfor CR7, with
clear absorption features corresponding to the Ly↵ forest.
The reddest wavelength for which we can see continuum di-
rectly from the spectra corresponds to Ly↵ at z = 5.3: for
higher redshifts the flux is consistent with zero for our spec-
tra. This clear continuum detection at wavelengths slightly
redder than the Lyman-limit, but then disappearing for longer
wavelengths, can be explained by a combination of a very
blue continuum and an average increase of the neutral frac-
tion along the line of sight towards higher redshift, similar
to the Gunn-Peterson trough observed in quasar spectra (e.g.
Becker et al. 2001).

For CR7, our X-SHOOTER NIR spectrum allows us to look
for continuum and any other emission line. We find a very
strong (FLUX ZZZZ) and narrow (ZZZZ FWHM) HeII1640
emission line at z = 6.6XX (ZZZ sigma). The flux of this
line (ZZZZZ) is consistent with explaining the J band excess
we see in the photometry.

3.3. NIR Spectra: HeII and no other lines
We explore our X-SHOOTER NIR spectra to look for any

other emission lines in the spectrum of CR7. The photome-
try reveals a clear J band excess, which could potentially be
explained by strong emission lines. We mask all regions for
which the error spectrum is too large, including the strongest
OH lines. We then inspect the spectrum for any strong emis-
sion lines. We find a strong emission line at ZZZZZZZ (see
Figure 4). We find no other emission lines in the spectum
(Figure 4). The emission line found, at z = 6.6, corresponds
to 1640A, and thus we associate with HeII. Given the strong
line flux, and the level of continuum estimated from e.g. Y
and H bands, the line flux we measure is sufficient to explain
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TABLE 2
A SUMMARY OF OUR RESULTS FOR CR7 AND HIMIKO. THESE INCLUDE
BOTH THE SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS, BUT ALSO PHOTOMETRY.
IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN EASY COMPARISON, WE ALSO PROVIDE THE
MEASUREMENTS FOR HIMIKO, THE OTHER LUMINOUS SOURCE IN THE

MATTHEE ET AL. (2015) SAMPLE. FOR HIMIKO, THE SUPERSCRIPT
LABELS REFER TO: 1: MEASUREMENT FROM OUCHI ET AL. (2013). 2:

MEASUREMENT BY MATTHEE ET AL. (2015) BASED ON OWN UDS
REDUCTION. 3: MEASUREMENT FROM BOWLER ET AL. (2014) SINCE
THE Y DATA WAS NOT AVAILABLE BEFORE ULTRAVISTA AND THE H

DATA IS SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED.

Em. Line CR7 MASOSA Himiko
z
spec

6.6 6.56 6.54
Ly↵ (EW

obs

) 1000 1000 100
Ly↵ (EW

int

) 1000 1000 100
Ly↵ (Lum) 1000 1000 100
HeII (EW) 1000 — —

CIV < 1.5 — —
CI] < 1.5 — —

NeV < 1.5 — —
Band CR7 MASOSA Himiko
BV I > 28 > 28 > 28.71

z 25.35± 0.20 26.28± 0.37 25.86± 0.201

NB921 2” 23.70± 0.04 23.84± 0.04 23.95± 0.022

NB921 auto 23.24± 0.03 23.81± 0.03 23.55± 0.051

Y 24.92± 0.13 > 26.35 25.0± 0.353

J 24.62± 0.10 > 26.15 25.03± 0.251

H 25.08± 0.14 > 25.85 25.5± 0.353

K 25.15± 0.15 > 25.65 24.77± 0.291

3.6µm 23.86± 0.17 > 25.6 23.69± 0.091

4.5µm 24.52± 0.61 > 25.1 24.28± 0.191

In both the VLT (FORS2 or X-SHOOTER) and Keck
(DEIMOS) spectra for the two targets, we detect the very
strong Ly↵ line (Figure 3) in emission, and no continuum ei-
ther directly red-ward or blue-ward of Ly↵. The very clear
asymmetric profiles, leaves no doubts about them being Ly↵
and about the secure redshift (Figure 3). Particularly for CR7,
the extremely high S/N > 200ZZZ (ZZZZZ) at Ly↵, despite
the very modest exposure time for such a high-redshift galaxy,
clearly reveals this source is unique. MASOSA is much more
compact, and its nature is likely similar to other metal-poor
Lyman-↵ emitters (Nagao et al. 2008; Ono et al. 2010, 2012;
Matthee et al. 2015). However, given the very high EW and
no continuum detection, MASOSA is likely extremely metal-
poor.

Based on Ly↵, we obtain redshifts of z = 6.604 for CR7
and z = 6.541 for MASOSA. The redshift determination
yields the same answer for both our data-sets: X-SHOOTER

and DEIMOS, for CR7 and FORS2 and DEIMOS, for MA-
SOSA. It is worth nothing that for CR7, we find that the Ly↵
emission line is detected by the NB921 in a lower transmis-
sion region of the filter profile (⇠ 50% of peak transmission).
Therefore, the Ly↵ luminosity of the source is twice as large
as estimated from the photometric NB921 estimate, making
the source even more luminous.

3.2. Spectral line measurements
By fitting a Gaussian, we measure the EW and the flux of

each line, which we then use to compute the luminosity.
For MASOSA, we find no other line in the optical spectrum,

and also find no continuum at any wavelength probed. For
CR7, we find no continuum either directly blue-ward or red-
ward of Ly↵ in the optical spectrum (both in X-SHOOTER
and DEIMOS). However, we make a continuum detection
(very compact) in the rest-frame 931-1016 Åfor CR7, with
clear absorption features corresponding to the Ly↵ forest.
The reddest wavelength for which we can see continuum di-
rectly from the spectra corresponds to Ly↵ at z = 5.3: for
higher redshifts the flux is consistent with zero for our spec-
tra. This clear continuum detection at wavelengths slightly
redder than the Lyman-limit, but then disappearing for longer
wavelengths, can be explained by a combination of a very
blue continuum and an average increase of the neutral frac-
tion along the line of sight towards higher redshift, similar
to the Gunn-Peterson trough observed in quasar spectra (e.g.
Becker et al. 2001).

For CR7, our X-SHOOTER NIR spectrum allows us to look
for continuum and any other emission line. We find a very
strong (FLUX ZZZZ) and narrow (ZZZZ FWHM) HeII1640
emission line at z = 6.6XX (ZZZ sigma). The flux of this
line (ZZZZZ) is consistent with explaining the J band excess
we see in the photometry.

3.3. NIR Spectra: HeII and no other lines
We explore our X-SHOOTER NIR spectra to look for any

other emission lines in the spectrum of CR7. The photome-
try reveals a clear J band excess, which could potentially be
explained by strong emission lines. We mask all regions for
which the error spectrum is too large, including the strongest
OH lines. We then inspect the spectrum for any strong emis-
sion lines. We find a strong emission line at ZZZZZZZ (see
Figure 4). We find no other emission lines in the spectum
(Figure 4). The emission line found, at z = 6.6, corresponds
to 1640A, and thus we associate with HeII. Given the strong
line flux, and the level of continuum estimated from e.g. Y
and H bands, the line flux we measure is sufficient to explain

VLT/X-Shooter + Keck/DEIMOS (~3.8 hours) VLT/FORS2 + Keck/DEIMOS (~2.4 hours)
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Em. Line CR7 MASOSA Himiko
z
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NB921 auto 23.24± 0.03 23.81± 0.03 23.55± 0.051

Y 24.92± 0.13 > 26.35 25.0± 0.353

J 24.62± 0.10 > 26.15 25.03± 0.251

H 25.08± 0.14 > 25.85 25.5± 0.353

K 25.15± 0.15 > 25.65 24.77± 0.291

3.6µm 23.86± 0.17 > 25.6 23.69± 0.091

4.5µm 24.52± 0.61 > 25.1 24.28± 0.191

In both the VLT (FORS2 or X-SHOOTER) and Keck
(DEIMOS) spectra for the two targets, we detect the very
strong Ly↵ line (Figure 3) in emission, and no continuum ei-
ther directly red-ward or blue-ward of Ly↵. The very clear
asymmetric profiles, leaves no doubts about them being Ly↵
and about the secure redshift (Figure 3). Particularly for CR7,
the extremely high S/N > 200ZZZ (ZZZZZ) at Ly↵, despite
the very modest exposure time for such a high-redshift galaxy,
clearly reveals this source is unique. MASOSA is much more
compact, and its nature is likely similar to other metal-poor
Lyman-↵ emitters (Nagao et al. 2008; Ono et al. 2010, 2012;
Matthee et al. 2015). However, given the very high EW and
no continuum detection, MASOSA is likely extremely metal-
poor.

Based on Ly↵, we obtain redshifts of z = 6.604 for CR7
and z = 6.541 for MASOSA. The redshift determination
yields the same answer for both our data-sets: X-SHOOTER

and DEIMOS, for CR7 and FORS2 and DEIMOS, for MA-
SOSA. It is worth nothing that for CR7, we find that the Ly↵
emission line is detected by the NB921 in a lower transmis-
sion region of the filter profile (⇠ 50% of peak transmission).
Therefore, the Ly↵ luminosity of the source is twice as large
as estimated from the photometric NB921 estimate, making
the source even more luminous.

3.2. Spectral line measurements
By fitting a Gaussian, we measure the EW and the flux of

each line, which we then use to compute the luminosity.
For MASOSA, we find no other line in the optical spectrum,

and also find no continuum at any wavelength probed. For
CR7, we find no continuum either directly blue-ward or red-
ward of Ly↵ in the optical spectrum (both in X-SHOOTER
and DEIMOS). However, we make a continuum detection
(very compact) in the rest-frame 931-1016 Åfor CR7, with
clear absorption features corresponding to the Ly↵ forest.
The reddest wavelength for which we can see continuum di-
rectly from the spectra corresponds to Ly↵ at z = 5.3: for
higher redshifts the flux is consistent with zero for our spec-
tra. This clear continuum detection at wavelengths slightly
redder than the Lyman-limit, but then disappearing for longer
wavelengths, can be explained by a combination of a very
blue continuum and an average increase of the neutral frac-
tion along the line of sight towards higher redshift, similar
to the Gunn-Peterson trough observed in quasar spectra (e.g.
Becker et al. 2001).

For CR7, our X-SHOOTER NIR spectrum allows us to look
for continuum and any other emission line. We find a very
strong (FLUX ZZZZ) and narrow (ZZZZ FWHM) HeII1640
emission line at z = 6.6XX (ZZZ sigma). The flux of this
line (ZZZZZ) is consistent with explaining the J band excess
we see in the photometry.

3.3. NIR Spectra: HeII and no other lines
We explore our X-SHOOTER NIR spectra to look for any

other emission lines in the spectrum of CR7. The photome-
try reveals a clear J band excess, which could potentially be
explained by strong emission lines. We mask all regions for
which the error spectrum is too large, including the strongest
OH lines. We then inspect the spectrum for any strong emis-
sion lines. We find a strong emission line at ZZZZZZZ (see
Figure 4). We find no other emission lines in the spectum
(Figure 4). The emission line found, at z = 6.6, corresponds
to 1640A, and thus we associate with HeII. Given the strong
line flux, and the level of continuum estimated from e.g. Y
and H bands, the line flux we measure is sufficient to explain
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transmission. Therefore, the NB921 only captures ⇠ 50% of the Ly↵ flux: the real flux is ⇠ 2⇥ larger.

TABLE 2
A SUMMARY OF OUR RESULTS FOR CR7 AND HIMIKO. THESE INCLUDE
BOTH THE SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS, BUT ALSO PHOTOMETRY.
IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN EASY COMPARISON, WE ALSO PROVIDE THE
MEASUREMENTS FOR HIMIKO, THE OTHER LUMINOUS SOURCE IN THE

MATTHEE ET AL. (2015) SAMPLE. FOR HIMIKO, THE SUPERSCRIPT
LABELS REFER TO: 1: MEASUREMENT FROM OUCHI ET AL. (2013). 2:

MEASUREMENT BY MATTHEE ET AL. (2015) BASED ON OWN UDS
REDUCTION. 3: MEASUREMENT FROM BOWLER ET AL. (2014) SINCE
THE Y DATA WAS NOT AVAILABLE BEFORE ULTRAVISTA AND THE H

DATA IS SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED.

Em. Line CR7 MASOSA Himiko
z
spec

6.6 6.56 6.54
Ly↵ (EW

obs

) 1000 1000 100
Ly↵ (EW

int

) 1000 1000 100
Ly↵ (Lum) 1000 1000 100
HeII (EW) 1000 — —

CIV < 1.5 — —
CI] < 1.5 — —

NeV < 1.5 — —
Band CR7 MASOSA Himiko
BV I > 28 > 28 > 28.71

z 25.35± 0.20 26.28± 0.37 25.86± 0.201

NB921 2” 23.70± 0.04 23.84± 0.04 23.95± 0.022

NB921 auto 23.24± 0.03 23.81± 0.03 23.55± 0.051

Y 24.92± 0.13 > 26.35 25.0± 0.353

J 24.62± 0.10 > 26.15 25.03± 0.251

H 25.08± 0.14 > 25.85 25.5± 0.353

K 25.15± 0.15 > 25.65 24.77± 0.291

3.6µm 23.86± 0.17 > 25.6 23.69± 0.091

4.5µm 24.52± 0.61 > 25.1 24.28± 0.191

In both the VLT (FORS2 or X-SHOOTER) and Keck
(DEIMOS) spectra for the two targets, we detect the very
strong Ly↵ line (Figure 3) in emission, and no continuum ei-
ther directly red-ward or blue-ward of Ly↵. The very clear
asymmetric profiles, leaves no doubts about them being Ly↵
and about the secure redshift (Figure 3). Particularly for CR7,
the extremely high S/N > 200ZZZ (ZZZZZ) at Ly↵, despite
the very modest exposure time for such a high-redshift galaxy,
clearly reveals this source is unique. MASOSA is much more
compact, and its nature is likely similar to other metal-poor
Lyman-↵ emitters (Nagao et al. 2008; Ono et al. 2010, 2012;
Matthee et al. 2015). However, given the very high EW and
no continuum detection, MASOSA is likely extremely metal-
poor.

Based on Ly↵, we obtain redshifts of z = 6.604 for CR7
and z = 6.541 for MASOSA. The redshift determination
yields the same answer for both our data-sets: X-SHOOTER

and DEIMOS, for CR7 and FORS2 and DEIMOS, for MA-
SOSA. It is worth nothing that for CR7, we find that the Ly↵
emission line is detected by the NB921 in a lower transmis-
sion region of the filter profile (⇠ 50% of peak transmission).
Therefore, the Ly↵ luminosity of the source is twice as large
as estimated from the photometric NB921 estimate, making
the source even more luminous.

3.2. Spectral line measurements
By fitting a Gaussian, we measure the EW and the flux of

each line, which we then use to compute the luminosity.
For MASOSA, we find no other line in the optical spectrum,

and also find no continuum at any wavelength probed. For
CR7, we find no continuum either directly blue-ward or red-
ward of Ly↵ in the optical spectrum (both in X-SHOOTER
and DEIMOS). However, we make a continuum detection
(very compact) in the rest-frame 931-1016 Åfor CR7, with
clear absorption features corresponding to the Ly↵ forest.
The reddest wavelength for which we can see continuum di-
rectly from the spectra corresponds to Ly↵ at z = 5.3: for
higher redshifts the flux is consistent with zero for our spec-
tra. This clear continuum detection at wavelengths slightly
redder than the Lyman-limit, but then disappearing for longer
wavelengths, can be explained by a combination of a very
blue continuum and an average increase of the neutral frac-
tion along the line of sight towards higher redshift, similar
to the Gunn-Peterson trough observed in quasar spectra (e.g.
Becker et al. 2001).

For CR7, our X-SHOOTER NIR spectrum allows us to look
for continuum and any other emission line. We find a very
strong (FLUX ZZZZ) and narrow (ZZZZ FWHM) HeII1640
emission line at z = 6.6XX (ZZZ sigma). The flux of this
line (ZZZZZ) is consistent with explaining the J band excess
we see in the photometry.

3.3. NIR Spectra: HeII and no other lines
We explore our X-SHOOTER NIR spectra to look for any

other emission lines in the spectrum of CR7. The photome-
try reveals a clear J band excess, which could potentially be
explained by strong emission lines. We mask all regions for
which the error spectrum is too large, including the strongest
OH lines. We then inspect the spectrum for any strong emis-
sion lines. We find a strong emission line at ZZZZZZZ (see
Figure 4). We find no other emission lines in the spectum
(Figure 4). The emission line found, at z = 6.6, corresponds
to 1640A, and thus we associate with HeII. Given the strong
line flux, and the level of continuum estimated from e.g. Y
and H bands, the line flux we measure is sufficient to explain
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Half of the NB 
transmission: 

LLya = 3x Himiko

Sobral et al. (on the arXiv soon) Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



Results: 
99 LAEs in UDS 
15 LAEs in COSMOS 
2 LAEs in SA22-Deep 
18 LAEs in SA22-Wide 

“Himiko”

Even brighter!

Confirms number density



L A E  Z = 6 . 6  L U M I N O S I T Y  F U N C T I O N

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



E V O L U T I O N  F R O M  Z = 6 . 6  T O  Z = 5 . 7

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



T O Y  M O D E L  F O R  L F  E V O L U T I O N  D U E  
T O  R E - I O N I S AT I O N

- LAE only observed in large enough ionised region 
- Luminous LAEs easier to observe 

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



E V O L U T I O N  F R O M  Z = 6 . 6  T O  Z = 5 . 7

Bulk of the evolution happens at the faint end!

z=5.7 to z=6.6 evolution

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



E V O L U T I O N  F R O M  Z = 6 . 6  T O  Z = 5 . 7

Bulk of the evolution happens at the faint end!

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)

z=6.6 to z=7.3 evolution



C O N C L U S I O N S

• We have obtained a new z=6.6 Lyα LF using data in 
UDS, COSMOS and SA22 

• We spectroscopically confirm the two brightest LAE 
at z=6.6 so far, meaning that sources with luminosity 
similar to Himiko are not as rare as thought, and have 
number densities of  ~ 1.5 per 105 Mpc3 

• There is differential evolution of the LF from z=6.6 to 
z=5.7, which we argue is an effect of re-ionisation not 
being completed

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



Ouchi+2010 data and fit - and our fit incl. Himiko



E V O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  LYA  L F  Z = 3 - 6  

Dawson+2005 
Ouchi+2008

~constant



We reproduce Ouchi+2010 in UDS



C O M P L E T E N E S S



T O Y  M O D E L  F O R  L F  E V O L U T I O N  D U E  
T O  R E - I O N I S AT I O N
Input parameters: 
- Escape fraction Lya = 30%, case B recombination  
- Escape fraction LyC = 5%  
- age Lya = 100 Myr 
- Salpeter IMF, max M = 100 Msun 

Matthee et al. 2015 (arXiv:1502.07355)



E V O L U T I O N  L A E  &  L B G  
Dawson+2005 

Ouchi+2008
Bouwens+2014

Hayes+2011



Narrow-band technique -> double NB technique 
1. sample of ~500 Ha emitters at z=2.23 
2. place the NB392 filter at the INT 
3. observe Lya emission line for these galaxies 
4. measure the Lya flux -> escape fraction

~40% of the data (rest is coming this December-January) 

Lya escape fraction: 4+-4%  consistent with Hayes+2011 

(for LAEs: 30+-3% consistent with Wardlow+2014, based on far IR) 

Lya escape fraction



• JM identifies sources at November 4 and 5, 2014 

• DS is in Hawaii and tries to convince Keck staff for observations - fail 

• December: JM, DS & HR apply for DDT time VLT/FORS2 - success 

• Christmas: Benham goes to Hawaii, confirms brightest source with 15 minutes raw 
exposure with Keck/DEIMOS, bad weather for the other- success/fail 

• January 2015: DS & JM convince ESO to observe this target with X-Shooter - 
success 

• January 2015: ESO staff at VLT confirms second source with a misaligned exposure. 
Moon prevents X-Shooter observations - success/fail 

• February 2015: X-Shooter observations reveal ~ 2 sigma HeII 

• March 2015: 8 hours of SINFONI DDT time granted by ESO with priority A
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Fig. 16. Redshift distribution of sources in the HDFS MUSE field. Left: redshift versus HST I814AB magnitude. The symbol size is proportional
to the object’s HST size. The green circles are for the published spectroscopic redshifts and the brown symbols for the new MUSE measurements.
The red arrows show objects without HST counterparts. The dashed line shows the 3� detection limit for the HST F814W images. Right: the gray
histogram shows the distribution of all magnitudes in the HST catalogue while the light blue histogram shows the magnitude distribution of those
galaxies with confirmed redshifts and HST counterparts. The last histogram bar centered at I814= 29.75 is for the Ly� emitters not detected in the
HST image. The blue curve gives the completeness of the redshift identification with respect to the identified sources in the HST images.

atively rich groups both including six members at redshift ⇠4.7
and ⇠4.9.

6.3. Number counts of emission line galaxies

With more than 100 emission line galaxies identified by MUSE
in this field, a meaningful comparison of the observed number
counts with expectations from the literature is possible. We con-
sider Ly� and [O ii]3727 emitters.

While integrated emission line fluxes can, in principle, be
measured easily from the fits to the extracted spectra (see Ap-
pendix A), the significant level of crowding among faint sources
resulted in extraction masks that were often too small for captur-
ing the total fluxes. This is especially relevant for Ly� emitters
which in many cases show evidence for extended line emission.
In order to derive robust total fluxes of [O ii] and Ly� emitters
we therefore adopted a more manual approach. We first pro-
duced a “pure emission line cube” by median-filtering the data in
spectral direction and subtracted the filtered cube. We then con-
structed narrow-band images centered on each line, which were
now empty of sources except for the emitters of interest. Finally,
total line fluxes were determined by a growth curve analysis in
circular apertures around each source. We adjusted the local sky
background for each line such that the growth curve became flat

within ⇠200 from the centroid, and integrated the emission line
flux inside that aperture. Avoiding the edges of the field, this pro-
cedure yielded subsamples of 74 Ly� and 41 [O ii] emitters, with
well-measured emission line fluxes.

The resulting number counts of the two object classes, ex-
pressed as the cumulative number of objects per arcmin2 brighter
than a given flux, are depicted by the blue step functions in
Fig. 18. Both panels show a relatively steep increase at bright
fluxes which then flattens and eventually approaches a constant
number density for line fluxes of f <⇠ 2 ⇥ 10–18 erg s–1cm–2, as
no fainter objects are added to the sample. The detailed shapes
of these curves depend on the emission line luminosity function
and its evolution with redshift, but also on the selection func-
tions which are di↵erent for the present samples of Ly� and [O ii]
emitters. A detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope
of this paper. We note that at 5 ⇥ 10–18 erg s–1cm–2, the num-
bers of detected Ly� and[O ii] emitters are equal; at fainter flux
levels, Ly� emitters are more numerous than [O ii] emitters.

Contrasting the MUSE results for the HDFS to expectations
from the literature is not straightforward, as the relevant surveys
have very diverse redshift coverages. In the course of MUSE sci-
ence preparations, we combined several published results into
analytic luminosity functions for both Ly� and [O ii] emitters,
which we now compare with the actual measurements. For the

Article number, page 16 of 21

MUSE, HDF (Bacon, Brinchmann, et al. 2014)
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C R 7 …

Figure 1 - Our target, CR7: photometry, top-left; spectroscopy (2D): red (very luminous 
Lyman-alpha emission); NIR (X-SHOOTER), with our tentative detection of HeII which we 
aim to detect at much higher significance. Bottom: The 1D of Lyman-alpha, showing the 
clearly asymmetric profile, but also that the line is relatively narrow to be an AGN. We can 
also exclude the AGN nature as we do not detect any of the typical AGN lines as NeV, for 
which we are very sensitive.
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7. Description of the proposed programme and attachments

Description of the proposed programme (continued)

is already filtered out for variable sources and supernova. Given the spectra of M, L and T dwarfs (see e.g.
Bowler et al. 2014), and due to our NB921 excess selection, we can also completely rule out contamination by
such low temperature stars. Even though both candidates (CR7 and MASOSA) are very robust, their potential
implications for no evolution of the bright end of the Ly↵ LF, and the possibility of having more Himiko-like
sources to study (that would finally allow us to grasp the diversity of such sources in the early Universe) requires
confirmation. In order to confirm such extraordinary sources, and show that these sources are not actually as
rare as thought before, and particularly to test whether the luminous part of the Ly↵ LF is much more like
z = 3� 5.7 (and thus that the evolution measured from z = 6 to z = 6.6 is mostly for faint Ly↵ emitters), we
require spectroscopic follow-up. The aims of our proposal are therefore to:
i) Confirm the emission lines of both candidates and clearly identify them as the most luminous
z = 6.6 Ly↵ emitters. Spectroscopic observations are mandatory for this. The line profile is widely regarded
as the most convincing proof for distinguishing between Ly↵ and other lines, due to its characteristic shape
(especially at high redshift, where the blue wing is usually totally absorbed; cf Iye et al 2006).
ii) Robustly distinguish between an evolution across all luminosities, or di↵erential evolution
between the faint end (evolving strongly even from z = 6 to z = 6.6) and the luminous end (only
evolving at z > 6.6). The di↵erence is a factor of 10-15 in the number densities of Himiko-like sources: we will
finally address that. This will be very important to give extra and stronger constraints to models of re-ionisation
and galaxy formation.
Attachments (Figures)

Figure 1 - Left: Our COSMOS/UltraVista NB921 coverage (UDS top right corner), highlighting all detections and our Lyα candidates (after our careful 
masking, visual check and rejection of variable sources), with symbols proportional to their line luminosities. We find 2 very strong candidates in COS-
MOS (C and M) which are even brighter than Himiko. Right: The Lyα luminosity function at z=6.6 from our own reduction of the very deep UDS-SXDF 
field and from our COSMOS/UltraVista data (Matthee et al. in prep). A comparison with Ouchi et al. (2010) shows that we are able to reproduce their 
results, but we find a significant deviation from Ouchi et al. and a very good agreement with no evolution at the bright end (compared to the z~5.7 LF, 
which is identical to z~3-5.7 LFs). This is driven by our CR7 and MASOSA sources which are even more luminous than Himiko. By spectroscopically 
confirming C and M sources, we will be able to fully confirm this result. Our sources will also be ideal for detailed follow-up, allowing us to probe the 
diversity of such luminous Lyα emitters at ~the end of re-ionization, instead of being limited to Himiko.

C

M

COSMOS

Figure 2 - Our most luminous source, CR7, left (identified with a “C” in Figure 1) and its SED. The other source (MASOSA) is shown in thumbnails on 
the right. Both sources are completely absent in the optical down to ~28 (including very deep HST imaging), but show up as a strong, extended NB921 
emitters with a detection in the z’ band (implying a Lyman-break of ~3 or more). They are strongly detected in IRAC 3.6µm, consistent with being a 
detection of Hβ+[OIII] (right) at that band with high EW (well within what is expected for such source). Sources are detected with the same NB921 
magnitude once we split our data into two different years. We estimate that (within 2’’) both sources have a Lyα luminosity of 1043.5 erg/s (and rest-
frame EW of ~200 A), but they are even more luminous with a larger aperture and thus much more luminous than Himiko.
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Figure 1 - Our target, CR7: photometry, top-left; spectroscopy (2D): red (very luminous 
Lyman-alpha emission); NIR (X-SHOOTER), with our tentative detection of HeII which we 
aim to detect at much higher significance. Bottom: The 1D of Lyman-alpha, showing the 
clearly asymmetric profile, but also that the line is relatively narrow to be an AGN. We can 
also exclude the AGN nature as we do not detect any of the typical AGN lines as NeV, for 
which we are very sensitive.
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7. Description of the proposed programme and attachments

Description of the proposed programme (continued)

is already filtered out for variable sources and supernova. Given the spectra of M, L and T dwarfs (see e.g.
Bowler et al. 2014), and due to our NB921 excess selection, we can also completely rule out contamination by
such low temperature stars. Even though both candidates (CR7 and MASOSA) are very robust, their potential
implications for no evolution of the bright end of the Ly↵ LF, and the possibility of having more Himiko-like
sources to study (that would finally allow us to grasp the diversity of such sources in the early Universe) requires
confirmation. In order to confirm such extraordinary sources, and show that these sources are not actually as
rare as thought before, and particularly to test whether the luminous part of the Ly↵ LF is much more like
z = 3� 5.7 (and thus that the evolution measured from z = 6 to z = 6.6 is mostly for faint Ly↵ emitters), we
require spectroscopic follow-up. The aims of our proposal are therefore to:
i) Confirm the emission lines of both candidates and clearly identify them as the most luminous
z = 6.6 Ly↵ emitters. Spectroscopic observations are mandatory for this. The line profile is widely regarded
as the most convincing proof for distinguishing between Ly↵ and other lines, due to its characteristic shape
(especially at high redshift, where the blue wing is usually totally absorbed; cf Iye et al 2006).
ii) Robustly distinguish between an evolution across all luminosities, or di↵erential evolution
between the faint end (evolving strongly even from z = 6 to z = 6.6) and the luminous end (only
evolving at z > 6.6). The di↵erence is a factor of 10-15 in the number densities of Himiko-like sources: we will
finally address that. This will be very important to give extra and stronger constraints to models of re-ionisation
and galaxy formation.
Attachments (Figures)

Figure 1 - Left: Our COSMOS/UltraVista NB921 coverage (UDS top right corner), highlighting all detections and our Lyα candidates (after our careful 
masking, visual check and rejection of variable sources), with symbols proportional to their line luminosities. We find 2 very strong candidates in COS-
MOS (C and M) which are even brighter than Himiko. Right: The Lyα luminosity function at z=6.6 from our own reduction of the very deep UDS-SXDF 
field and from our COSMOS/UltraVista data (Matthee et al. in prep). A comparison with Ouchi et al. (2010) shows that we are able to reproduce their 
results, but we find a significant deviation from Ouchi et al. and a very good agreement with no evolution at the bright end (compared to the z~5.7 LF, 
which is identical to z~3-5.7 LFs). This is driven by our CR7 and MASOSA sources which are even more luminous than Himiko. By spectroscopically 
confirming C and M sources, we will be able to fully confirm this result. Our sources will also be ideal for detailed follow-up, allowing us to probe the 
diversity of such luminous Lyα emitters at ~the end of re-ionization, instead of being limited to Himiko.

C

M

COSMOS

Figure 2 - Our most luminous source, CR7, left (identified with a “C” in Figure 1) and its SED. The other source (MASOSA) is shown in thumbnails on 
the right. Both sources are completely absent in the optical down to ~28 (including very deep HST imaging), but show up as a strong, extended NB921 
emitters with a detection in the z’ band (implying a Lyman-break of ~3 or more). They are strongly detected in IRAC 3.6µm, consistent with being a 
detection of Hβ+[OIII] (right) at that band with high EW (well within what is expected for such source). Sources are detected with the same NB921 
magnitude once we split our data into two different years. We estimate that (within 2’’) both sources have a Lyα luminosity of 1043.5 erg/s (and rest-
frame EW of ~200 A), but they are even more luminous with a larger aperture and thus much more luminous than Himiko.
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HeII

FWHM = 250 km/s
LLyα = 1043.8 erg/s

EW>1000A

- extended up to ~15 kpc 
- detected in NIR: very blue UV slope (Bowler+2013) 
- blue IRAC [3.6]-[4.5] colours: strong nebular emission 

lines 
- FUV detected in Keck/DEIMOS spectra: ultra blue 
 UV slope, indicating young age and low metallicity 
- narrow Lya line, no X-ray detection, no broad lines:  
 clearly a galaxy and not an AGN 
- tentative detection of HeII1640Å: gun-smoke proof  
 of PopIII stars (?)

Sobral et al. (in prep)



To be continued…


